Phosphorus Copper Anodes for Acid Copper Plating
INPUTS:
1. Copper Purity
Copper anodes produced from pure copper cathodes will result in a copper purity of greater than 99.99% copper
including silver and the alloyed phosphorus. Excess metallic impurities dissolve into the solution and can build up in the
plating bath or deposit on to the plated parts. Metallic impurities can affect stress in the deposit, brightness of the
deposit, organic brightener consumption, and control of the process. The impurities also effect the grain boundaries of
the copper anode and how the anode dissolves. This can lead copper particles being released into the plating system
resulting in roughness. It can also lead to excessive sludge forming as the anodes dissolve leading to blinded anodes,
more frequent anode bag changes, downtime, and scrap.
High purity copper anodes are
99.99% pure, shown on left. Some
anode specifications are at 99.95%
allowing 5 times more impurities.
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High purity copper anodes are made
exclusively from high purity copper
cathodes, shown on right.

2. Phosphorus Alloy
Phosphorus is purposely introduced into copper anodes designed for use in acid copper plating. A black film develops as
a result of the phosphorus in the anode as the anode dissolves. This film prevents fine pieces of copper from falling off
the anode as sludge and also retards chemical corrosion of the anode by the sulfuric acid during downtimes. Anodes
with large grain structures will eventually develop a black film but this film will not be adherent and quickly turns into
sludge. The sludge contains what could have been usable metal that is now just a source of roughness and can plug up
anode bags requiring more frequent change out. Phosphorus content specifications are typically .040 to .065%,
however it is best to have a more carefully controlled range of .051 to .059%. Metallurgically, impurities or purposeful
inclusions like phosphorous will be located at the grain boundaries. Therefore, the phosphorous required for acid
copper plating is most evenly distributed in fine grained anodes. Distribution of the phosphorous is equally important as
the overall phosphorous content. Time to form black film on a phosphorus copper anode can be measured using a
laboratory corrosion test for anode material. An anode with the proper phosphorous content and distribution will form
the black film in about 30 min. Poorly formed anodes can take 6 hours or more to form a black film and the film will
continue to sluff off forming excessive sludge and metal flakes.
Anode on the left has a tight adherent
black film from the uniform
distribution of phosphorus.
Anode on the right from a different
manufacturer has a sludgy nonadherent black film.

3. Grain Structure
Copper grain structure is one of the most important and yet least known physical properties of the anode. Fine uniform
grain structure yields superior plating. The manufacturing methods determine grain structure. Casting of copper is the
simplest, and least costly method of manufacture. However, cast coppers cannot produce the fine grain structure
needed for best anode performance. The higher the casting speed the larger the grain size will be. Fine grain anodes
require some type of subsequent treatment after casting. Usually this involves hot extruding or hot forging. When the
copper is formed under high pressure and temperature the grain structure is re-formed into very fine and uniform size.
When copper cools it extrudes impurities out of the crystal to the boundary between the crystals. The growth of grains
produces a similar effect and further extrudes the impurities to the grain boundaries. The physical and chemical
strength of the grain boundaries is weaker than the inner grain or crystal portions. During a plating process the grains
can be undercut and blow away from the anode as copper grit or dust. When the grit is allowed to reach the cathode,
the particles can cause bumps or roughness. When the particles are captured by anode bags they will form sludge
blinding the bags. The copper particles may also dissolve into the plating solution causing an increase in copper ion
concentration.
Anode on left has a small tight grain
structure. This minimizes sludge and
copper particles.
Anode on the right from a different
manufacturer has a larger grain
structure

4. Cleaning
The objective of cleaning and deburring copper anodes is to produce an oil, smut, sharp edge, and oxide free surface on
the anode. Oils, smuts and oxides on the surface of the anode can result in non-uniform dissolution of the anode,
increase in sludge formed, and an increase in copper particles released. Poor cleaning can also introduce unwanted soils
into the plating solution. The preferred way to clean a copper anode is using an alkaline solution that removes soils and
oxidation. This leaves a clean surface the will readily form the black film desired for plating. This method also eliminates
the chance for acid residue on the copper anode which can result in green or black corrosion on the anode surface
during storage. The preferred method for de-burring is a very slow gentle tumble of the anodes so that the surface is
not mashed down and work hardened as with vibratory cleaning. Vibratory cleaning can flow copper surface
encapsulating dirt particles and also can generate flakes that can sometimes be seen in the bottom of the anode
containers or even visible on the anode surface after exposure to a “black electrical tape test”. This test is performed
by using firm finger pressure to stick black electrical tape to the anode then ripping the tape off quickly. Flakes can
enter the plating solution causing roughness, anode bag plugging, and wasted copper.
Anode on the left was tumble cleaned
and has no flakes after a black tape
test.
Anode on the right was vibratory
cleaned and shows flakes after black
tape test. Flakes can cause rejects.

OUTPUTS:
1. Copper Ions, Copper Particles, and Sludge
The objective of any soluble anode is to product metal ions in the plating solution, in this case, [Cu – 2e = Cu++]. Metal
particles and sludge are unwanted side effects. Heavy anode sludge means costly downtime for replacing bags, draining
tanks, and removing sludge. Sludge is composed of non-ionic particles or contaminates that remain suspended in the
solution, get trapped in the anode bag pores or settle to the bottom of the bag or the plating tank. Anode bags are not
the entire solution. Partials are either larger than the pores of the bags, about the same size and the pores or smaller
than the pores of the bag. The larger particles tend to fall to the bottom of the bag and are just wasted copper. The
smaller particles can penetrate the bag pores and wind up in the plating solution causing roughness on the plated parts.
The medium sized ones tend to enter the pores of the anode bag and quickly blind the bag requiring the bags to be
changed and resulting in down time. High purity copper anodes with small grain size and uniform distribution of
phosphorous will result in a controlled steady dissolution of copper metal into copper ions in the plating electrolyte.
High quality anodes are evidenced by high purity, small uniform grain structure, quick formation of black film, absence
of green or black corrosion on surface or in cracks and absence of flakes.

Filter pad on left produced .004 grams of
sludge in a standardized test.
Filter pad on the right from a different
manufacturer produced .018 grams of
sludge, 4.5 times more. More impurities
generate more sludge, anode bag
maintenance, and plating roughness.

TOTAL COSTS:
1. Copper Anodes, Anode Bag Changes, Plating Distribution, Rejects.
Not all copper anodes are the same. A copper anode is a manufactured product. Different manufacturers use different
methods, different specifications, and these differences result in a different end product. Total cost of ownership is the
total cost to use a product. In the case of phosphorus copper anodes in addition to the cost of the anodes the total costs
include:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Anode bags
Downtime for de-sludging
Sludge disposal
Poor plating distribution when anode bags begin to plug
Plating rejects from particles

CONCLUSIONS:
1. Quality pays for itself, a better-quality anode has lower overall operating costs.

